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Space of being 

Max Gimblett, Matt Jones, and Shannon Novak 

 

The following text is taken from the book “Manhattan Phrase 40.74279,-74.008981 to 40.728411,-
73.975679”, 2014. 
 

 

Matt 

Note; I’m looking into this all quite a few days after I initially viewed your work on Max’s computer. 
I remember, looking at your work, seeing a world that I already knew, forms, spaces, time, and 
sounds, all readily apparent as they are normally. You’d place a mobile device over an area and a 
song would play, triggered by who knows what, or a sculpture would appear on the device, like it 
filtered out reality and exposed another dimension. It reminded me of scenes in “Hellboy II: The 
Golden Army”. If you haven’t seen it, it talks a lot about a hidden supernatural world that exists 
within our world. Elves, fairies, trolls, etc., all in plain sight and us with the inability to see it. I’m 
talking about “Manhattan Phrase” and, especially, “Pastorale”. 

The way that you utilize current technology to reveal new ways for your work, for your aesthetic, to 
play with an environment is invigorating. I instantly want to populate the earth with imaginary 
alternate versions and vision – only viewable through some tech-filter. 

Max has a seemingly eclectic collection of three hundred plus albums we listen to every day in the 
studio. I say “seemingly” because once you get to know him, and after fourteen years of working here 
I definitely do, it’s almost like the same music because the attitude is the same. It’s Max’s idea of 
music, that’s what we really listen to, his idea of what the word music means. He paints to this and it 
infuses itself into his art practice. 

Max 

Like Michael Smither I was introduced to the idea that I might one day become a painter watching 
Walt Disney's “Fantasia”. I saw it in Liverpool whilst on a tour of mills for a Samuel Courtauld 
management course. I was alone in the dark of the cinema and had a remarkable feeling. 

I now only draw and paint to music. The habit has built up over the years necessitated in part by a 
noisy busy thoroughfare outside my third story window. 

I am aware of how the juxtaposition of the music I choose and my visual intentions contrast highly to 
form subject matter that is both mysterious and expressive. It is one thing to do AbEx and Japanese 
based ink calligraphy, sumi ink calligraphy, to Bach or to Tibetan bowl music. The narrative is not 
explained, only deeply hinted at, it comes out to being something to see, something visual, not really 
knowing the components that formed it. 

A Michael Nyman quote inspired me to write this. 
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Matt 

In my own studio I listen to a lot of doom and thrash metal, various electronic artists, a bit of hip-hop 
(though mostly Wu-Tang based), and tons of movie soundtracks (I really like Hans Zimmer’s music 
for “The Dark Knight Trilogy”). Sometimes I don’t listen to music at all and instead have silence or 
an audiobook playing. Since I paint outer space, imaginary space-time, and sci-fi/fantasy based work I 
listen to a lot of music and stories from within those genres. 

I’m curious as to where your colour palate comes from? It doesn’t seem specifically Kiwi and isn’t 
something I’ve really come in contact with before. It’s like the swatches in Photoshop, just … curated 
and formed into shapes. The colours in “Symphonic Lineage” look like a Paul Klee and I really 
understand that, but wonder why the difference and what it is? I don’t understand it, so I’m super 
interested in learning more. 

Shannon 

I compose musical scores for objects, people, and locations much like a musician might compose a 
song for someone they love or a place they connect with. These scores manifest as purely sound, 
purely visuals, or a mix of both. Where colour is used, the object, person, or location at hand therefore 
drives its selection. How this unfolds usually happens as follows; I meditate on the subject, write 
music for the subject, translate this music into shapes, and finally add colour. Colour selection is very 
quick, very precise, and it feels intuitive. I always seem to tie it back to the music I have written for 
the subject, the many facets of a single musical note such as pitch, loudness, duration, and emotional 
content, all spurring colour choice. One colour I rarely include if at all is yellow; I simply don’t 
associate it with sound. To me it represents silence. 

Matt 

Where do the symbols you use in your flat works originate? Max has always liked the square, 
triangle, circle, stemming from his study of Sengai Gibon’s “The Universe” and his ink practice in 
general. Can you talk a little about this? 

Shannon 

Shape selection is like colour selection, it is quick, precise, feels intuitive, and is tied to the music I 
have written for the subject. It has always been geometric forms, something I trace back to primary 
school where I composed musical scores for objects like trees and furniture, scores that would 
manifest as tessellated triangles and circles on paper. Where these shapes come from is difficult to 
pinpoint; is it in the DNA and/or is it something learned? I think it’s a bit of both. I often think back to 
when I was a boy and what was going on in the world around me at that time and sometimes small 
revelations emerge. The most recent came up during a conversation with Natasha Conland, Curator 
Contemporary Art, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki. I created augmented reality interventions 
throughout the Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, musical scores for objects such as fire alarms, 
signage, and paintings. We spoke about where the shapes and colours came from and I recalled being 
fascinated with these animated shorts in Sesame Street that combined pieces of music with geometric 
forms. One of the most memorable was the “Geometry of Circles” in which six different coloured 
circles were split in various ways by geometric forms to music written by Philip Glass. Max, can you 
think of anything during your childhood that might have influenced your use of symbols? 
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Max 

The first thing I think of is my discipline and attention I learnt attending the Presbyterian Church of 
Scotland. I went to Saint David’s and to Saint Andrew’s. Reverend Owen Baragwanath at Saint 
David’s and Minister Prior at Saint Andrew’s. 

Sitting in bible class circle reading, I became aware that the stories about Christ were largely 
symbolic to me. It was to be an insight that led me to Zen Buddhism. A lot of my spiritual life is 
based on stories. I understand the symbol as to be something between knowing and unknowing. If you 
know something you have no need for a symbol. If something is unknown you’re trying to bridge 
across into that space by using a symbol. So, a symbol stands for the search, specific or otherwise. I 
have in my library a number of books on symbolism, including the history of symbolism, and I study 
them constantly. 

Matt 

Shannon, when you design something like “Pastorale”, is there an app that’s available for download 
that allows people to play with and see all of your work? Is this a new model for artists to enter a 
market (create a market)? It seems interesting that you buy the device and the right to view this three-
dimensional image in a space that no one without that specific app can see. So you don’t really OWN 
anything but the device that allows for the piece to be seen (and only seen by the device owner unless 
it’s an edition or something). 

Shannon 

My augmented reality (AR) based work falls into two major categories at present; image-based AR 
and geolocation based AR. With image-based AR, the work is triggered when the mobile device 
recognises an image or photo of the subject. This approach is used in “Manhattan Phrase”, for 
example, when the audience hold a mobile device up to an object like a door, it recognises the door 
and triggers an animation. With geolocation based AR, the work is triggered when the mobile device 
is in a specific location. This approach is used in “Pastorale” where the work is triggered when the 
audience enters Sheep Meadow in Central Park. The audience must download two different apps; 
Aurasma to view all works I have created using image-based AR, and an app developed by a New 
Zealand company Augview to view all works I have created using geolocation based AR. These 
approaches do, as you suggest, allow artists to create new markets, markets that at present are largely 
controlled by the artist. The artist can specify what content is shown, where, and when. One could put 
offensive content all over the wall of a corporate building and nothing could be done about it; 
augmented reality content does not appear to be regulated yet. I believe regulation will become more 
of an issue when the use of augmented reality with mobile devices becomes more pervasive, for 
example, when we all start wearing augmented reality glasses, and groups begin fighting for virtual 
real estate. 

Matt 

In Brentney Hamilton’s “Shannon Novak: Acoustic Synergy” she talks about how you’ve created a 
world for the viewer. What does this mean to you? 

Shannon 

In “Acoustic Synergy” I wanted to create a space or world that encouraged interdisciplinary activity; I 
invited visual artists, poets, and mathematicians to freely respond to the work. I often take this 
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approach to try and reconnect that which I feel has been separated and might benefit from 
reconnection. This carries through in broader terms where I aim to create worlds that bring the senses 
closer together. Just as with different disciplines I believe our different senses were once very closely 
entwined, and over the years they have slowly distanced themselves from one another as the planet 
has evolved. 

Max 

My sense is that we were born un-verbal, unable to speak and that we proceeded by sight, the eye 
being an organ from the brain, and touch. Touch was highly important initially, swinging from tree to 
tree, touching the hairy arms of a companion. 

It is true we have gradually become more mental. Krishnamurti, before he died, stated that with our 
rare primitive unformed brain and high technology we were in jeopardy. He alerted us to this and 
warned us about this. It is true that a dog carries its owner’s instinct, the owner having largely 
misplaced it. 

Matt 

Often when I’m creating work I trust in my gut feeling that when I’m excited, interested, and engaged 
in something I’m working on the end result will be exciting, interesting, and engaging for the viewers 
as well. I don’t make anything for them specifically; I make things to satisfy my curiosity and need to 
create. Do you feel similarly? What’re your thoughts on this part of the practice? 

Shannon 

I create work primarily for the subject at hand whether it’s an object, person, or location. However, 
the way in which I execute this work may be in part for a particular audience. For example, one 
reason I opted to use augmented reality and mobile devices for “Manhattan Phrase” was to engage 
those who enjoy interacting with the world using mobile devices. I felt this particular audience was 
often neglected when it came to experiencing art, so provided a way to welcome them back. I also 
wanted to do something risky and out there so I had a good story to share with my future mentee’s, 
something that would inspire them to get out there and do something similar. 

Max 

As I'm a painter my vision is largely flat, the two dimensional plane. The other dimensions, three thru 
five, come into play represented forward of this plane in space. My scale is derived from the human 
body in architectural interiors. My color is aligned with the Spirit. The history of art is a constant 
reference as are the Spiritual Masters. 
 
My art is for others. It's for the audience. In the Jungian sense it's an amplification, a projection. 
 

 
Max Gimblett (born 1935, Auckland, New Zealand) is an artist living and working in New York, 
USA, and Auckland, New Zealand. Gimblett investigates the purity of material and form in his work, 
focusing primarily on canvas, paper from all countries and wood panels with gold leaf gilding, Max’s 
Pacific Rim ideology is apparent in his strong yet subtle works. Intrinsic to Gimblett’s practice is the 
influence of Asian art, particularly ink painting and calligraphy. Gimblett works with the quatrefoil 
shape, the square, and the circle. He makes unique artist books with poets and publishes limited 
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editions of artist’s books in collaboration with Jade Studio (New York/Auckland). Gimblett exhibits 
in the USA, Germany, New Zealand, Australia, Sweden, Denmark, and Japan, among others places. 
His work is in the collection of many of the world’s museums including The Museum of Modern Art, 
The Guggenheim Museum, The Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, The Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, The Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu, The Whitney Museum 
of American Art, The Getty Research Institute, and The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. In the 
USA Max is represented by Haines Gallery in San Francisco. In New Zealand he is represented by 
Gow Langsford Gallery, Auckland, Nadene Milne Gallery, Arrowtown, and Page Blackie Gallery, 
Wellington. 
 

 

Matt Jones (born 1980, Rochester, New York) is an artist living and working in New York, USA. He 
received his BFA from The Cooper Union, was awarded the Vera T. Carroll Prize for Painting, and 
attended the Yale Norfolk Summer School of Painting. Jones works between a variety of inter-related 
genres that explore astronomy, theoretical physics, ancient history, the occult, and comedy – all 
developed and inspired by research and personal experience. Together his bodies of work form a way 
for Jones to interact with, evaluate, negotiate, and play with the world around him. Jones's work has 
been reviewed in Purple Diary, I-D, NY Arts Magazine, Art Net, The New Yorker, The New York 
Times, and Paper Magazine. Jones continues to work with The Hole (New York), Bleecker Street 
Arts Club (New York), and Anonymous Gallery (Mexico City). Matt Jones started working with Max 
Gimblett as an intern in 2000 while attending Cooper Union. He has continued to work with Max for 
14 years, becoming his Studio Manager in 2007. 
 

 

	


